
PLANTCON A/S

About Plantcon

PLANTCON A/S is a company specialised in Plant Design software from CADCENTRE Ltd,
Cambridge UK. We are CADCENTRE Partner for Denmark, where we are responsible for
product sales, offering consultant services, PDMS training courses and integration services,
which means:

• Customising and integration of CADCENTRE
 product in customers IT environment.

• Develop special interfaces for PDMS.
• Develop PML2 macros for PDMS.
• Participant together with PDMS customers

in project work - mainly on catalogue, specification
and macro (programming) work.

• Other general software and computer job, which
not conflict with our interest in CADCENTRE products.

History

PLANTCON A/S is founded January 1st 1999 as a Limited company. We  took over a business
area, which belong to the company ELSAMPROJEKT until December 31st 1998.
ELSAMPROJEKT was CADCENTRE agent since 1996 - and now we are business partners.

Customer

Client includes plant constructors/owner and engineering contractors such as Wärtsilä NSD
Finland Oy, ELSAMPROJEKT A/S, PlantWare, FLS Miljø, STATOIL, Denmark, ELSAM
and ELTRA.

Contact information

Plantcon A/S , Kraftværksvej 53
DK7000 Fredericia, Denmark

Telefon: +45 7622 3000
Telefax: +45 7622 3001

E-mail: kek@plantcon.dk
Homepage: www.plantcon.dk

Plantcon give away simple PML
macros for free on our homepage.

Most of the macros are simple
equipment macros with stuff
normal in the zone between the
possibility to make nice
presentation material and plant
design! (See a list on the
backside).
This crane is one of the macros.

Visit our homepage for free
download of PDMS macro.

              
Interface example - to PDMS
panels from Ideas UNV
format (FEM model of a
engine block)



PLANTCON A/S

As mentioned, we offer to build special applications integrated with PDMS e. g. interfaces for analyse programs,
interfaces to other CAD systems, special reports and lot of other topics in customising PDMS.

We do projects work anywhere, but prefer mostly to
work out from our offices in Denmark and deliver the
finish product by E-mail - ready to install and test on
customer site.

If you need assistance to a development job do not
hesitate asking us for a suggest or a tender.

               

The pictures over these lines show what else Plantcon give away for free. Beside you will find link to few more
free macros for download - not made by Plantcon - on our homepage.

It is possible to import data into PDMS, which not really is Plant Data. It can be data for ships and other special
shapes, e.g. in this example wings from windmill. Following is few examples of type of programs made from
PLANTCON.

In this example you see wings constructed
 for a Wind-Turbine imported into PDMS
as panels
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PLANTCON A/S offers a program to treat survey data.  The
survey is made from panels and the input data is 3D co-ordinates.


